Wholesale and Consumer Manufacturer PPC Case Study
Making Nationwide Marketing Local
The Challenge
We are proud to work with one of the leading manufacturers of quality commercial wood doors, laminate countertops, and
stone surfaces in the US. Their brand is well-known and they have a reputation for excellence, which lends itself to
naturally high clickthrough and conversion rates using the Google AdWords platform. However, we wanted to test
whether making the ads more personal based on a user's location would improve engagement.
Based on that objective, we set the following, deceptively simple goal:



Make ads more relevant to potential customers, to be measured through ad clickthrough rate and conversion
rate.

The Experiment
Since our client sells their countertops and doors all over the country, we wanted to
present localized ads to make that clear to potential customers. We used an existing topperforming campaign as a test, since it would give us the most data quickly. We created
two testing scenarios:
 We separated out potential customers in Texas for one campaign. Although Texas
had many impressions, clickthrough rate and conversion rate for the state were
less than average for the account, and we hoped to improve it by creating ad copy that made it clear that our client
catered to Texans by manually implementing Texas-oriented ad copy.
 In the main campaign, we created ads that dynamically inserted the name of the user's state or city into the ad
copy. So with one ad we could show "Missouri Laminate – 100s of Laminate Countertops" to someone searching
for laminate countertops in Missouri, and "New York Laminate – 100s of Laminate Countertops" to someone
searching in New York.

The Win
While the Texas-oriented ads saw some gains, the ads using dynamic content saw a substantially increased clickthrough
rate and a decrease in cost-per-click. We then returned Texas to the main campaign. In the main campaign, these were the
results comparing the eight months since the changes were implemented to the same eight months the previous year:




A 173% increase in clickthrough rate.
A 55% decrease in the average cost-per-click.
A 14% decrease in cost per conversion.
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